
Beyond Repetition:

Mold Making  
and Slip Casting  

Workshops

A creative approach to 
making pots beyond 

the mere repetition of form

with Andrew Martin

Andrew Martin is a definitive ceramic artist. In his mold making and slip  
casting workshops he offers years of experience as a producing studio potter and 
teacher. To students he offers his highly developed expertise and superb skills. This 
is a man noted for his work, his writing, his intensity, and his success in teaching. 

Val Cushing
Professor Emeritus, Alfred University

Your workshop continues to have an impact here. My intermediate class is studying 
mold making and slip casting and they have looked intensively at your work and 
processes.  Your love for what you do is evident.

Andy Shaw
Louisiana State University

Andrew Martin earned a BFA from the Kansas City Art  
Institute and an MFA from Alfred University. He is the author  
of The Essential Guide to Mold Making and Slip Casting  
(Lark Books). 

He has taught over ninety workshops in the U.S., Canada, 
and Europe, exhibited internationally, curated exhibitions, 
and has had his work and writing featured in American 
Ceramics, Ceramics Monthly, Klei and other magazines.

Andrew lives and works in The Netherlands.
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Workshop Highlights

• Designing prototypes for pots with paper patterns and templates

• Mixing plaster that works every time 

• Making simple molds of complex forms

• “Mapping” multiple piece molds

• Formulating different kinds of casting slip

• Casting and press molding 

• Exploring the mysteries of marbleizing and decoration

• Assembling cast elements

• Discovering mold making and slip casting as a creative process

•  Image presentation detailing my thirty-five years as an artist, 
    including unique methods and processes I have developed

My workshops offer hands-on opportunities to develop new skills in and knowledge  
about mold making, slip casting, and surface decoration. We will explore how beauty 
and curiosity drive the process.  

The workshop revolves around demonstrations, discussion, and making your own  
pieces.  During these how-to sessions, I invite you to participate in the process as a 
collaborator. The creative dialogue is the “spine” of the workshop and the pieces we 
make will give it “body”.  

My book, the top-selling The Essential Guide to Mold Making and Slip Casting,  
complements this workshop. It has become the standard text for ceramic artists and 
teachers.

“Andrew’s workshop at Keramikos was very inspiring and constructive.  
All students left the 3-day workshop full of excitement and new ideas.  
We have already scheduled another workshop with him for later this year.”

Aty Boonstra
Keramikos, The Netherlands

“I just wanted to tell you how inspiring you are. I am an art student at a 
small college in Michigan. After I saw your book in our library, it really  
helped me to define the path I wanted to take in ceramics.”

Chris, Michigan

Who are these workshops for? 
• Individuals or groups 
• Universities, art centers, schools, or private studios 
• Beginners to advanced and professionals

Workshops range from two days to two weeks, and occasionally longer. Please 
contact me if you have specific requests.

Would you like to schedule a workshop or find out more?

Would you, your school, or organization like to design a workshop  
specific to your needs?

Please call me or visit the workshop page at my website:   
www.martinporcelain.com


